True Friends
10509 108th St NW
Annandale, MN 55302
952.852.0101
Email: registration@truefriends.org

Behavior & Social Interactions Questionnaire
Name_______________________________ Date: ___________________
Does the participant display any behavioral issues? _____Yes _____ No
(If yes, please check all behaviors below)
__Self-injurious behaviors
__ Temper tantrums
__Inappropriate sexual behaviors
__Stubbornness
__History of stealing
__Food-related behaviors (stealing food, eating inedible objects)
__Taking clothes off
__Physically aggressive toward property
What are the antecedents to the above behaviors?
What triggers the behavior(s)?
(Check antecedent/s, list for which behavior)
__Happens “out of the blue”:_____________________________
__Environmental related (Temperature, Noise, sensory
over/under stimulation) ______________________________
__Not getting what he/she wants: ________________________
__Unwanted peer interaction: ___________________________
__Unwanted authoritative interaction: ____________________
__Attention-seeking: ___________________________________

__Bites/Slaps/Punches/Kicks/Chokes others
__Uses inappropriate language
__Elopes/Runs Away intentionally
__Elopes/Runs Away unintentionally
__Displays unusual behavior towards male staff members
__Displays unusual behavior towards female staff members
__Rectal digging
__Fecal smearing
When do you see most behaviors occurring?
__ Hungry

__ Uncomfortable

__ Hurt

__ Bored

__Dysregulated

__ Unknown

Other:_________________________________________
______________________________________________

How often do these behaviors occur?
__Seldom (1 time or less per month)
__Often (1 time or less per week)
__Frequently (More than 1 time per week)
__Daily
What behavioral indicators might exist that show the person is in distress, before a behavior exists?
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Please explain what the behavior typically looks like, what redirection is done, and what the typical response is to redirection.

What are effective tools for de-escalation of the behavior?

Do you anticipate any concerns with this participant going out into the community? _____Yes _____ No
Please explain (refusing to have a seatbelt on, difficulties riding in a vehicle, taking clothes off, difficulty waiting, inappropriate
interactions with strangers, elopement, etc.):

Does the participant ever require physical intervention? _____Yes _____ No
Please explain what type of physical intervention is used, for what purpose, and how frequently this type of intervention is used.

Is there any physical intervention that is contraindicated medically? _____Yes _____ No Please explain:
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